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Let (&ti=, (s > 2) be a finite sequence of non-zero real numbers, not all of the 
same sign and in which not all the ratios n,/S are rational. A given sequence of 
positive integers (nitf=, is said to have property (P) ((P*) respectively) if for any 
(I,)f=, and any real number q, there exists a positive constant u, depending on 
(,$}~=, and (ni}izl only, so that the inequality /q + XI_, ,$x;‘I < (maxxi)-O has 
infinitely many solutions in positive integers (primes respectively) x, , x2 ,..., x,. In 
this paper, we prove the following result: Given a sequence of positive integers 
{nili”,. a necessary and sufficient condition that, for any positive integer j, there 
exists an integer s, depending on (n,\Ej only, such that (nj){~J~’ has property (P) 
(or (P*)), is that Ce, n;’ = co. These are parallel to some striking results of G. 
A. Freiman, E. J. Scourfield and K. Thanigasalam. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
The following remarkable theorem was stated by Freiman [4] in 1949, 
and proved by Scourfield [6, Theorem I] in 1960: 
Given a sequence Ini}:, of integers with 2 < n, < n, < ... , a necessary 
and s@cient condition that, for any positive integer j, there exists a positive 
integer r such that all suflciently large positive integers N are representable 
in the form 
N = x:j + x;j+l + . . . + xnjtr-I, I 
where x, , x, ,..., x, are positive integers, is that 22, n; ’ = co. 
Later, in 1966, Thanigasalam [7, Theorem 21 was able to prove the 
corresponding result with all the integers x replaced by primes. 
Throughout, {,I,.};= 1 (s > 2) is a finite sequence of non-zero real numbers, 
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not all of the same sign and in which not all the ratios Li/jLj are rational. A 
given sequence of positive integers {nj};=r is said to have property (I’) ((P*) 
respectively) if for any {L,};= 1 and any real number n, there exists a positive 
constant u, depending on (Ai}fT, and (n,)~,, o&v, so that the inequality 
( q + Cf=, /l,?~~~l < (max xi) -U has infinitely many solutions in positive 
integers (primes respectively) x, , x2 ,..., x,. 
The object of this paper is to consider diophantine inequalities with mixed 
powers and obtain results which are parallel to those of Freiman, Scourfield, 
and Thanigasalam. More precisely, our main result is 
THEOREM 1. Given a sequence of positive integers (nilit,, a necessary 
and sufficient condition that, for any positive integer j, there exists an integer 
s, depending on (ni)Ej only, such that {ni}:Lj”-’ has property (I’) (or (P*)), 
is that C’!z”=l n;’ = 00. 
We shall first prove the following two theorems from which Theorem 1 
follows easily. 
THEOREM 2. If n,, n,,..., n, are positive integers such that Cf:, n; ’ < 1, 
then there exist real numbers n and E > 0 and a sequence (Ai};-, SO that the 
inequality 
q + + &XY’ < & 
,?I 
(1.1) 
is not solvable in positive integers (and hence primes) x, , x, ,..., x,. 
For any positive integer k, if s(k) is the least s for which the inequality 
lV+C~=lkixfl < E is solvable for any real numbers q and E > 0, then our 
Theorem 2 shows that s(k) 2 k. 
THEOREM 3. If (nil f,, is a sequence of positive integers satisfying 
(9 
l~rz,<n,<~~~<n, (1.2) 
and 
(ii) there are three integers a, b, c such that 
3 <a, a+3<b, b+3<c, c+3<s, 
(1.3) T1 (4+n,)-‘a;, 
,y 
2 (4+n,)-‘24, 
i=a+3 
$, (1 -n;‘) < (1 +443 Ca 
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and 
fi (l-n;‘)<(1+4n;i)Bnh, 
i=c+3 
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(1.4) 
where 
0, =2’-” if l<m<12, 
= (2m2(2 log m + log log m + 3))-’ if m>12. 
Then (n,}f= 1 has property (P*) and hence (P). 
Theorem 2 is easily demonstrated by elementary argument (Section 2). 
The proof of Theorem 3 is a generalization of Vaughan’s method [S] to 
mixed powers. His Lemma 11 is modified to the form of our Lemma 10. In 
order to simplify the proof, the type of density argument of Vaughan 
[S, Sect. 61 is replaced by a simpler but weaker one of Davenport and Roth 
[ 3, Lemma 31. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
For the sake of clarity, we write vi = n;‘, i = 1, 2,.... Suppose that 
n, . n, ,..., n, are positive integers such that Cszz, ui < 1. Let 
and 
O<E< j2 (l+&)/-‘. 
For each positive integer x,, put 
Mx, = uqx,, x2 )...) xs) (x2 ‘..., x, > 0, 1 f-l (0, 11 # 0>, 
where Z(x, , x2 ,..., x,) denotes the open interval with end points at (xi2 + ..e + 
x:x i E)/x:~ and x2,..., x, are positive integers. For each x,, if 
qx, , x2 >..., x,~) n [O. 11 # 0, then 
xi < xy, i = 2,..., s. 
By the crudest estimate, we have, 
measure of ~,14$X;“‘x+“‘-’ =2E n,x+1 . 
I Xl 
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Consequently, 
co 
measure of fi M.q G z: $6 1. 
x,=1 x,=* Xl 
This guarantees the existence of an irrational number A E [0, 1 ]\Uz;- , M,, 
for which we have 
for any x, , x2 ,..., x, > 0. Hence (1.1) is not solvable with A, =A, AZ = ... = 
1, = -1 and v = 0. This proves Theorem 2. 
We come now to the proof of Theorem 3. 
3. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
Let {ni};=r (s > 2) be a sequence of positive integers satisfying the 
hypotheses of Theorem 3 and q is a real number. Given (Ai}~~~, we may 
assume (cf. [ 1, p. 143, Sect. 21) that 1,/A, is both irrational and negative for 
some 1 < h < I< s. Throughout, a and z are real variables while p and x, J: 
with or without sufftces, are primes and integers, respectively. 6 is a 
sufficiently small positive number whose choice depends on almost 
everything except X and c is a positive constant not necessarily the same in 
each occurrence. Recall the notation ui = n;’ and for simplicity, write e(cr) 
for exp(i2na). 
Let 
T, = (1,2 ,..., aJ\{h, I}, (3.1) 
T, = (a + 1. a + 2,..., b)\{h, Ii, 
u= (b + 1, b + 2,.... c)\(h, 1) = (ui: 1 < i < d and Ui < Uj if i <j), 
w = {c + 1, c + 2,..., s}\{h, I) = {wi: 1 < i < e and Wi < Wj if i <j}, 
Ki = \‘ V,, i= 1, 2, (3.2) 
lETi 
Puu = 1”1 (1 -  qJ pu, = fl (1  -  U”i)’ (3.3) 
ikl i-l 
and 
~=V,+V,+K,+KZ-~U,-~,,.+ 1. (3.4) 
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By (1.2), (1.4) and (3.3), we have 
1, < (n, + 4) %A, and fi,,, c (4 + 4) lb enb. (3.5) 
Since ,I,/A, is irrational, by Theorem 193 in [ 51, there exist infinitely 
many pairs of integers a, q such that q> 1, (a, q) = 1 and 
jAh/3LI-u/q) < 1/2q2. Let 
x=qllll-u~-u,) 
where u2, u1 are positive numbers satisfying 
o2 c 2~,/9, 03 ( utll3 and az+a, < ;. 
Let 
71, = (2 *m+z(rn + I))-‘, m> 1, 
7 = x-u’. 
where 
and 
0 < 0, < min(x,,u2, nnho3, $ - (u2 + a,)), 
K,(a) = T2 if a = 0, 
if a f 0. 
S,(a) = S 4&P) @,XV, < p < 2p,X’9, (3.12) 
and 
where 
g,(a) =x e(aA,x”‘) 
and 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
“I if t # h, 1. 
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For any positive Z and any positive integer k, write 
S(a, Z, k) = \’ e(apk) (Z<P<W 
and define 
where 
and 
(3.15) 
i-l 
di = L'u, 1 [ (l ~ cu,,)- i = 2..... d, (3.18) 
m-1 
Ai= U,,.( ‘111 (1 - I),,.,). i = 2,..., e. (3.19) 
rn=I 
Let F,(a) = nler.fi(a) (i = 1,2). F(a) = F,(a) F,(a) and Y(a) = 
Y,(a) Y,(a). We dissect the real line into the following three regions: 
E, = (a: l~,l-’ XO?m’ < Ial <X’p2’a:ta3’}, 
1 
(3.20) 
E, = (a: X’p2’0~t0i’ < 1 ai}. 
For sinplicity, we write Wi = J‘,,hLa)f,(a) F(a) y(a) e(c-Lv) K,(a) da 
(i = 1, 2, 3), W = W, + W, + W, and L = 1ogX. The constants implied in 
the Vinogradov’s symbols < and 9 are independent of X. In the proof, we 
always assume that X is sufficiently large (whose choice depends on 6) and 
we shall show that w, 3 r2X’.L --c, W,, W, Q r2X”Pb and hence 
w $ r2X”L pc. 
4. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1. For any real z, 
).“_’ e(az) K,(a) da = max(O, T - (z I). 
cc 
Proof: By (3.11) this is Lemma 4 of Davenport and Heilbronn [ 2 1. 
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LEMMA 2. For any t E T, U T, U (h, 1}, 
f,(a) < X“f. (4.1) 
Furthermore, 
Y,(a) < x’ -llu and ‘u,,.(a) 6 X’ --LIls. (4.2) 
Proof Inequality (4.1) follows from (3.12). From (3.18) and (3.3), , 
vu1 + \’ A;= 1 -/lu,. 
,T2 
(4.3) 
Hence, by (3.15) and (3.16), YJcr) < X”ul nyEz XAi =X1-““. The proof of 
(4.2), is similar. 
LEMMA 3. For m = u or w, 
(.uI ) Ym(a)12 K,(u) da Q sX’-~~~. 
--cc 
ProoJ By (3.15), (3.16), (3.17) and (4.3), this can be shown in the same 
way as Lemma 3 of Davenport and Roth [3]. 
LEMMA 4. Let m=u or w and tET,UT2. If r>4+n, and 
r > nt&J%,, then 
I 
a, 
1 g:(a) Y;(a)1 K,(a) da < tXrt’~-2umt’. -a, 
ProoJ When n, > 2, by Lemma 3 and (4.2). this can be shown in the 
same way as Theorem 1 of Vaughan [8]. The arguments still work when 
?zl = 2 or 3. If n, = 1, by Lemma 1, 
J.m 1 g,(a)]’ K,(a) da = \‘ max(0, r - 1 A,(x - y)l) 
CCI 
< rx. 
Therefore, by (3.13) and (4.2), 
i.a. /g;(a) Y:(a)/ K,(a) da < Xrp2X2’1-rm) fv; 1 g,(a)/’ K,(a) da 
a a 
< ,x’-*“n!+ 1. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4. 
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LEMMA 5. 
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and 
.a: 
( IF,(a) Y,(a)12 K,(a) da < sX*~~-~~W.+‘. 
“-02 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
Proof: By Lemma 1, it is clear that 
From (1.3),, (1.2) and (3.1), we have Cler, 2(4 + n&’ > 1 and hence there 
is a non-negative number Q so that CIET, 2(Q + 4 + n,)-’ = 1. Since O,,, 
decreases with m, by (3.5),, (3.1) and (1.2), (Q + 4 + n,) > n,,u,,/O,, when 
t E T,. It follows from Lemma 4 that 
fai l(gt(a))‘a+4+nf) ‘$‘&)I K,(a)& Q #Q+4+“d~‘,-2”u,+‘, 
m 
Hence, by Holder’s inequality and (3.2), we have 
jym / (E, &W) ul,(a> /1 K*(a)da 
/jym I(&@)) 
I 
2/(Q t 4 t n,) 
G ,E (Q + 4 + n,) Y;(a)l K,(a) da 
I 
< n (TX (Qt4t n~)vl-2u,t1 > 
2l(Qt4tn,) 
tETj 
= t~2xl-2u”il 
This completes the proof of (4.4). The proof of (4.5) is similar. 
5. THE REGION E, 
Let p = j3 + iy be a non-trivial zero of the Riemann zeta function. For 
b = h or I, let Qp, = Xub13, 
E,(a) = 1 
e(d,x) x0”*- l 
log x 
@p-x < x < (2p,)“bX) 
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and J,(a) = Z’Ep(a), where Z’ denotes the summation over all p with 
IyI < Qb and /?>2/3. Let 
e(&,z) zUb- ’ dz 
log z (5.1) 
and 
Bb(a) =fbca> - zb(a> + Jb(a). (5.2) 
LEMMA 6. 
Zb(a) eXU* min(1, Ial-‘X-l), (5.3) 
.I/2 
J IJb(a)12 da < X2”b-’ exp(-2L”5), 
-l/2 
J 
.I/2 
IZ,(a)l* da < XZub-‘, 
-I/2 
J IBb(a)12 da < X2+’ exp(-2L1’5) El 
and 
J 
lfb(a)12 da < X2”bp ‘. 
El 
ProojI This can be proved in the same way as Lemma 8 of Vaughan [S]. 
LEMMA 7. 
\ fh(a)fi(a) F(a) W4 e(w) K,(a) da -Et 
< s2X” exp(-L l”). 
Proof: By (5.2), HGlder’s inequality and Lemma 6, we have 
@ J’ (K(a) B,(a)1 + Ifda>J,(a)l + IZda> BAaI + IZLa)Jda)l> da 
El 
@ XUh+ u’- ’ exp(-L ‘15). 
641/15/2-2 
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Hence, in view of (3.11) and (3.4), 
- \ I,(a) Z,(a) J’(a) vi(a) e(w) U4 da -E, 
G t2X’ exp(-L”5). (5.4) 
Furthermore, from (5.3) and (3.20),, 
This together with (5.4) proves Lemma 7. 
LEMMA 8. 
Proof: In view of Lemma 7, it suffices to show that J‘?‘m Z,,(a) Z,(a) F(a) 
Y(a) e(aq) K,(a) da + r’X”L -‘. By definitions of F(a) and u/(a), we may 
write F(a) Y(a) e(aty) = 2, e(a$), where 
4=?l+ 1 l,p:‘+ 2: n,Jl”,;i + K’ 
IET,UTZ l(i(d 
1 s~sc Lt PI3 
ptX”’ < pt < 2ptX”‘, tET,VT2, 
6X”UI < pu, < 26X”y XA’ < pui < 2XA’, i = 2,..., d, (5.5) 
6x+ < p,, < 26X”-, x”1 < p,, < 2XA’, i = 2,..., e, 
and A,, Ai are defined in (3.18) and (3.19). Clearly, when X is sufficiently 
large, 
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Hence, by (3.14), and assuming that / ~1 ( SX, we have 
l#l< 7whI~. (5.6) 
On the other hand, from the prime number theorem, (4.3) and (3.2), ‘we have 
\’ 1 9 Xa,+K2-u,-u,.+Z *L-c. - (5.7) 
0 
If ,u = (3(2”‘-‘)/(2”h - +)I”‘, then 1 < ,D ( 2 and hence 
[CUP,)“’ x5 (a+)“’ Xl = [P;‘x c&J” Xl. 
Therefore, with the help of Lemma 1 and (5.1). 
rm J Z&l Z,(a) F(a) y(a) 4~) K,(a) da -cc 
X max(O, r - IA /,z,, + AZ, + 4 I> dz, dz,, . (5.8) 
Let q+* = /l,,z,, + II/Z, + q+. For any z, E (cUp,)“‘X, (2p,)“‘X], if zh varies over 
an interval of length s IA,1 PI so that I#* 1 < r/2, then, by (5.6) and the fact 
that I,/A, < 0, 
and 
This and (5.7) show that the right-hand side of (5.8) is 
and the proof of Lemma 8 is completed. 
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6. THE REGION E, 
LEMMA 9. Let k be a positive integer. For any real 0, suppose that 
! I 8-Z <’ Y Y2’ (x,y)= 13 Y = min(Z1’3, y, Z”y-‘) 
and log Y>2 6kp2(2k + 1) log log Z. Then 
\‘ e(8pk) < ZY-““. 
P4Z 
where II~ is defined in (3.8). 
ProoJ This is a theorem of Vinogradov 191. 
LEMMA 10. For any a E E,, either f,,(a) < XZlh-nnhu3+6 or f,(a) < 
p-n”p+S 
Proof: Let a E E,. By Theorem 36 in [ 51, we choose integers ah, q,, , a,, 
q, such that 
(ah, qh) = 1, 1 < qh < x1--03, Iha=z+Ph, 
and 
(a,, 4)) = 4 1 <q&V”*, A,a=J$+/3,, 
lP,l G l <i qJ-“2 4:. 
If qh >Xu3-‘, then in view of (3.7),, min (X”h’3, qh,Xq;‘) >JTe6. Hence, 
by Lemma9 with Z=Xuh, x=ah, y=q,, O=A,a and k=n,, we have 
fh(a) < X”h-nnho3+s. 
Similarly, if ql >F’-‘, then Jr(a) < X”/P~fl/u2+6. By the method of 
Davenport and Heilbronn [2, Lemma 131, we can show that qh < X0j-6 and 
q, < XuzPs contradicts (3.6). This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 11. w, < r2xv-s. 
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ProoJ Let b = h or 1. By (3.12), Hdlder’s inequality and Lemma 5, 
O” IF&> KW12 KC4 da 
! 
112 
< X”” 
IF,(a) Y&4’ W4 da 
--co 
Hence from Lemma 10, (3.9) and (3.10), 
+ p- %,uz+ s 
! --oo KC-4 64 Va>l K,(a) da 
g s2xL,-s. 
This proves Lemma 11. 
7. THE REGION E, 
LEMMA 12. Let Q(a) = Ze(aw(z,, z2 ,..., z,J), where o(z,, z2 ,..., zm) is 
any real valued function and the summation is over any finite set of values of 
Z] , z2 ,..., z,. Then for any Z > 4.r~’ we have 
1 
-lal>Z 
If.2(a)l’K,(a)da<~j-p IQ(a)l’K,(a)da. 
m 
ProoJ This is Lemma 13 of Vaughan [S]. 
LEMMA 13. w, Q r2x”-“. 
Proof: By (3.12), HGlder’s inequality, (3.20),, Lemmas 12 and 5, (3.9) 
and (3.10), 
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x l-1, 1 
112 
IF,(a) !f’,,@>12 K,(a) da 
8. COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
As a consequence of Lemmas 8, 11, and 13, we have W $ t’X”L --(‘. On 
the other hand, by Lemma 1, 
where the summation is over the s-tuples P = (p, ,p2,...,ps) satisfying 
&Xi’* < pb < 2pbXL‘br b = h, 1 and (5.5). (8-l) 
Therefore W < rN, where N is the number of solutions of the inequality 
with P satisfying (8.1). Since 
5 =X-“’ < (maxpi))nlol, 
the number of solutions of the inequality 
rj + c Iipri < (maxpi)-“, 
ikl 
where 0 < u < n,(~,, is +N 4 tX”L PC which tends to infinity with X. This 
completes the proof of our Theorem 3. 
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9. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
If (nil2 , is a sequence of positive integers such that 22, n;’ = co, then 
for any given positive integer j, CEj n;’ = co. This ensures the existence of 
an integer s so that the sequence {ni}:2y- ‘, after the necessary renumbering 
of its terms for fullilment of condition (i), satisfies condition (ii) and hence 
the hypotheses of Theorem 3. From this the sufticiency of the condition 
x2, n; ’ = co follows immediately. 
Conversely, if Cz 1 n;’ < co, choosej large enough so that Czj n; ’ < 1, 
then the necessity of the condition x2, n;’ = co follows from Theorem 2. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
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